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Abstract 
In the limit where the pion is assumed to be emitted only by 

the nucléon which first absorbed it, we show that the equations we 
developed in order to describe the coupled nNN ( nd ) - NN system do 
reduce to three-body equations of conventional (Faddeev or Alt-
Grassberger-Sandhas) type. Specifically, it is found in this limit 
that the input il PJJ t-matrix which, when put on-shell, 1B 
related to the experimental phase shift, in contrast to the original 
equations where the direct (dressed) nucléon pole contribution and 
the remainder (the non-pole contribution) of this partial wave enter 
separately. The present study serves to clarify the limitation of 
the three-body approach to the coupled TI'IN - NN problem as well as 
suggests a rare opportunity of observing a possible resonance-like 
behavior of the non-pole part of the irN p_ amplitude through the 
id scattering. 
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I. Introduction 

Experimental facilities now available at several meson 
factories have given rise, in recent years, to various theoretical 
attempts to describe-red and NN (especially inela tic) scattering 
as wall as the reaction flrd «-»NN at intermediate energies . Of 
particular interest is the correct unitary descrip-ion of the 
coupling between the three-body (KNN orjrd) and two-body NN 
channels * . Some of the previous works were based upon 
pure three-body scattering theories utilizing an approximation 
called the bound state picture (referred to as BSP) : the two-
nucléon eahnnel is regarded ao the three-body N(RM)° state 
where (IIN)̂  is a 7CN bound state in the P u partial wave with 

the binding energy set equal to the pion mass, thus simulating 
1 2 5 the other nucléon (note, however, that the approach in 

ref.2 is somewhat different from conventional three-body pictu
res) . However, it was realized later that any appropriate 
theories must go beyond the pure three-body approach because of 
the fact that both nucléons are eligible for absorbing and emit
ting the plon. For example, a process like plon absorption by 
one nucléon followed by Its emission by the other nucléon must 
be possible (see Fig.l), which obviously is absent in the three-
body (BSP) picture. Some works followed In order to implement 
the above-mentioned requirement ' which we shall term the 
symmetric treatment of nucléons in the two-nucleon channel. 
Recently, we found a way to incorporate this symmetric treatment 
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of nucléons into a set of linear integral equations describing 
all the relevant processes : 1td-»7td , jtd *-» NN and NN**NN 
(specifically above the single pion production threshold), on 

8 9 
the sane footing ' (see also ref.10). This set of equations, 
despite its apparent similarity to the pure three-body Faddeev 
or AGS equations, satisfies two (NM) and three (jcNN) body 
unitarity with no overcounting of W-exchange effects and yet 
has a form amenable to numerical computations. 

Ref.9 (referred to as II, ref .3 being referred to as I) 
contains a comparison between the results of refa.3 and 8 (and 
eventually of refs.4, 7 and 10) and those of refB. 1,5 etc. 
which adopted the three-body BSP primarily from the point of 
view of the nucléon antisymmetrization in the two-nucleon 
channel. 

The purpose of our present study is also to compare the 
three-body model with the "beyond-the-three-body" model of refs. 
3,4,7-10 but unlike in II we shall obtain the former as a certain 
approximate limit of the latter. This will serve in further 
clarifying the relation between the two models and in particular 
the limitation of the former (three-body plus BSP). Also this, 
as we shall see later, suggests a rare opportunity of observing 
a possible resonant behavior in the so-called non-pole part of 
the 4EN amplitude in the p 1 1 partial wave. 
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2. Preliminaries 

In the following we shall closely follow I and II in our 
notations, so the reader might find it useful to have a glance 
at these papers although we shall try to keep our description 
as self-contained as possible. Also as in I and II we shall try 
to be as pedagogical as possible. 

First, we Introduce some basic quantities necessary for 
later development. (He adopt, for simplicity, a picture in which 
the nucléons are distinguishable.) 

RJ^RJ) (i-1,2) s (two particle irreducible) pion 
absorption (emission) vertex for nucléon "1", 

R„ « RJ + RJ (similarly for R*), 
^ «-30J1( 5CN2, K J N J ) : (irreducible)hermitlan potential 

for pair << in the If NN three-body space 
(oC may further specify a definite partial 
wave in that pair), 

G, (E) * (E-H, ) _ 1 (H, t three-body free Hamiltonian), 

Ov(B) » (E-H - V ) " 1 , 
T v - V + VG, T v , 
h, : free Hamiltonian in the two-nucleon channel, 
vf i two-nucleon potential due to heavy meson exchanges and 

non-iterative pion exchanges (in the two-nucleon channel)• 
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By formally solving for the coupled channel (•JINN-NN) equations, one 
3 finds the t-matrices for various processes (cf. eg».(2.27), 

(2.28) of ref.3 and eqs.(2.4), (2.5) of II) 

T 3 3 - T v + (1 + T v G, ) Hj$Tt R„ (1 + C, T y ) : («UN M:NN), <2.1a) 

T 3 2 » (1 + T V G,)R+(1+TTjj TN) : (JrNH «r NM , (2.1b) 

T 2 3 - (1 + TWTT22) "H l l + <50 V ! i m * 1 t N M ) ' < 2 - l c ' 

where 
T t » (E-h, - v, - R ^ R t ) - 1 (2.2) 

is the complete NN propagator (in the NN channel) with all 
the NN interactions, whereas T„ and "IT,, ( c f > aq.(3.2ld) ofII) 
are the t-matrix and dressed propagator for the nucléons (by a 
single pion virtual production) in the NN channel. Their form 
as well as their relation to t. will be discussed below. The 
expression in eq.(2.1) is the one obtained in ref.3 which we 
consider here as a starting point to be reduced to the pure 
three-body form in the next section. One could as well start 
from the main equations obtained in I and II (or ref.10) for the 
same purpose < the final reBult shoulc certainly be the same 
as the result of ref.3 has been shown to be equivalent to that 
in I 9 . 

For the purpose of simplifying the presentation, we now 
introduce formally E^ (rçj) also fora( different from the TCN 
in the p.. channel, viz. for various ItN and NN partial waves 
as well with the understanding : 
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** <tf> 
'\ <«J) (M- (Jt̂ ) P j l « (1-1,2) ) 

(2.3) 
0 ( otherwise) 

(Note that since we have suppressed the explicit appearance of 
antinucleon degrees of freedom, the pion emission-absorption 
goes only through the JCN p,, channel). With this convention in 
mind we can first write the physical (or one-particle irreduci
ble) 9tNN vertices as (cf. Appendices of ref.3 and also eq.(3.3) 
of II) 

Y* " R* + ^ G» *d ' (2.4a> 
z* - "C + ** c e ̂  • < 2- 4 b> 

The above expression is given in the JrNN-NN space (not in the 
ecN-N space) for later convenience. Of course y^ = z^ S 0 
for «t f1 (HN<) P u (i-1,2). It is clear that these physical 
vertices are modified from R^ and RJ due to the presence of 

a what we have termed the non nucléon pole part of the ItN p n 

t-matrix (hereafter denoted as NP-p u) : t^M-dcNi)p11(i-l,2)), 

see Fig.2. 

How we shall find the expressions for T N and TT22 *s 
promised above. At first we notice that the term R N Gy Rj in 
eg.(2.2) nay be decomposed into the linked (or connected : 
subscript L) and unlinked (or discunnected i subscript UL) parts 
(Fig.3) : 
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'"H^^UL * £ (I^ G« tf + *< G o <* G » ̂  » ' < 2 ' 5 b ) 

where use has been made of the Faddeev decomposition of Ty i 

T v * Z T » (2.6a) 

Ineqs.(2.5) and (2.6) we have used 

%f= 1 -fy • < 2- 7> 

As may be clear from the form of the complete propagator T"t 

the linked part of Rj, Gy RJ , combined with v„ , should define 

the nucleon-nucleon potential v m , whereas the unlinked part 

comprizes the self-energy for the freely propagating nucléons. 

Thus we nay write 

* ? - Î K - VNN ' < 2- 8' 
with 

7T-J- E-h, - (^OyHt)^ , (2.9a) 

VSN " V« + '«NS^'L ' ( 2- 9 b» 

from which It is easy to establish the following relations 

f t • TT22 +7T22 Tu1T 22 • < 2 a 0 e » 

T K ' VNN + VBN T 2 2 * N • <2-l«b) 
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He note that In II the NN propagator^ (eqs.(1.7) and (2.3/ 
of XI) carries only the first term In the bracket of eq.(2.5b), 
thus the resulting NN t-matrix u N N (eg. (2.3) of II) still 
contains some disconnected part. Here we have used"JT,2 snd T„ 
(Instead of f(j » n d % ) in order to emphasize the difference. 

Before going into the next section it may be important to 
stress one point. From its construction (see the beginning of 
this section) it is clear that T v (or one may call it the 
Paddeev part) in eqs.(2.1), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.8b) contains 
no % absorption effect since it does not couple to the pure 
two-nucleon channel . Therefore, recalling that JC absorption-
emission goes through the two-body X N P., partial wave, it 
receives the contribution from the W B P., channel only through 
NP-P U t-matrix, i.e. t A (at,>(KNi)Fu ji=l,2) but not throuoh 
the direct (dressed) nucléon pole term which connects theXNN 

3 12 and UN channels ' '. As we have Btressed in our previous 
3 8 9 works •""'* , this is the natural consequence of the 

symmetric treatment of the two nucléons such that one can at 
the same time avoid the overcounting of the 0T exchange effects. 
(We note that this feature is shared by the results in refs.8, 
9 and 10). As we shall see in the next section this peculiar 
aspect goes away in the pure three-body limit. 
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3. The three-body limit 

As mentioned in the introduction, any appropriate 
description of the coupled ftNN-NN system must deviate from 
the conventional three-body picture due to the sy.msetric 
treatment of the nucléons in the NN channel in that the pion 
can be absorbed or emitted by either of the two nucléons. 
This then suggests what kind of assumptions should be imposed 
on our eqs.(2.l), (2.10) etc. in order for them to give the 
exact three-body limit. As may be easily guessed it is the 
assumption of the asymmetric behavior of the nucléons (in the 
NN channel) with respect to pion absorption and emission, «ore 
precisely one is to assume that the pion can be only emitted 
by the nucléon which has absorbed it. This then means that in 
the NN channel nucléons are definitely distinguishable (even 
though other characteristics are identical) by their behavior 
towards the pion. This feature can be described as follows s 
the nucléon N, absorbs the pion to become a, which is distinct 
from N. in that the coupling 

3C+ N j ^ - » ^ (3.1a) 

is possible (see Fif.4) but not the following one 

N^ + 9C4-»Ni . (3.1b) 

(Remember that in the non-relativistic Galilean invariant 
limit N ± and ÎT. have different kinetic masses, which makes 
them mutually distinguishable). 
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This characterization by eq.O.la) quite resembles the situation 
in the conventional Lee model where the "meson" 6 couples to 
"fermion*" » and v such that 

6- + N*-» V , V t 5 ^ > « . 

However, in our present case the "KM interaction proceeds not 
only through N : in the P., channel it can go also through 
NP-P n. Incidentally, we note that the coupling introduced above 
to implement our assumption does not Immediately lead to the 
BSP referred to in the introduction, i.e. M still is elementary 
so far as its wave function renormalization constant does not 

14 vanish . 

As may be clear, the coupling (3.1a) eliminates the possibi
lity of retaining processes like those in Fig.l. One of the 
consequences due to this is the reduction of the one pion exchan
ge (OPE) NN interaction as we shall see later. 

We make one other assumption to arrive at a pure 
three-body equation for the JCNH-NN system, i.e., we disregard 
the interaction v# between N. and Nj (ij*j). Thus heavy meson 
exchange Interactions in the "two-nucleon" (NS) channel always 
accompany a pion as shown e.g. in Fig.5. 

With those assumptions described so far we may now characte
rize the two-nucleon state N^B. (ij<j ; 1*1,2) by H^. Furthermore 
since ft, is characterized by (KN1)p,1, we could specify the 
two-nucleon channel states by label o( in the sense of eg. (2.3). 
In this way we write 
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" N - (3.2a) 

£> ' (3.2b) 

T 2 3 * 21 T . p 2 3 ) (similarly for T 3 2 ) , (3.2c) 

T 3 3 " T T ( 3 3 > (3.2d) 

with the implication that 

$ " * . • » for either «( / ficMi>P11 or 

0 * W»i>Pll , (i-1.2), (3.3a) 
and 

1 ^ 2 3 ' = TlL 3 2' ' ° f o r "^ < 1 t Bi ) ! ,ll ' U - 1 ' 2 » • < 3 - 3 b ) 
Now we can look for the three-body limit, 
(i) Equation for ig» : 

First we note that under the assumptions we have discussed 
above -TJ"22 (eq.2.9a) reduces to 

({E-h^-R^R* -R rG,t,G tRf) _ 1 f-ftEN^Pn » t-1,2 
(3.4) "> 0 otherwise 

and from eqs.(2.5a) and 2.9b) we find 

Vf - V < % z » 5 . -"& G,L 5» Sty T* < ^ ( = 1 i ^ t 4 | 0 , < * ^ o 8 1 "» 

yL o ) of eg.(2.7) in II) (3.5) 

With those relations eq.(2.10b) now reads 

t j - ^ + Lv-»r % $ • (3-6> 
%We then assume the following form for the solution to the 
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above equation, 

In order to simplify our algebraic manipulation as well as pre
sentation we shall introduce a matrix notation : 

TS • {•$] , V = fyj . T • foj , D S fo,} 
V3aQA} 

' • h*A ' Y"t6M 'Tt'iirAt} e t c " 
as w e l l a s 

K • [5(»i , (3.8b) 

r e c a l l i n g e q . ( 2 . 7 ) . Thus we rewrite the above equations as 

V « Y G , K Z + Y G (KTK G,Z , <3.5") 

T " » v + VIT T " , (3.6") 

T S = Y G e K Z + Y G,KDK G CZ . (3.7") 

He substitute eqs.(3.5') and (3.7') into eq.(3.S'). After some 
straightforward algebra we find 

D - T + tl+TKG,) X (1+G, KD) , (3.8a) 

where we have written 

x • {**$if\ • (3.8b) 

where 

for «(• WIMP,. ; i«l,2 which is the channel where it does 
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not vanish, x, can be clearly identified as the direct 

(dressed) nucléon pole contribution to the 1CJH P l t t-matrix . 

Eq.(3•8a) takes the form in which the whole amplitude D 

appears to be decomposed into the pure three-body scattering 

contribution T plus the remainder which is responsible for 

the coupling JCNN -y NÎÏ —»OTN . We may, however, have the 

equation for D where this explicit decomposition is absent. In 

order to obtain that we eliminate T from eg.(3.8a) by utilizing 

the Faddeev equation (2.6b) written in matrix form, 

l l - t « G , | I « t . (2.6b") 

Then after some algebra we find 

D = C + C K G « D (3.9a) 

<3.9b) 

or 

with 

+ ZC«$,, G„ Off . 

and 

(<<-= <KN 1 )P 1 1 : i - 1 , 2 ) 

otherwise . 

(3.10a) 

(3.10b) 

Equation (3.9) i s now exactly of the Faddeev form with two-body 

t-matrix Ĉ  as driving term . I t may be worthwhile to remark 

that for the I B P„ partial wave 

c < " ** + Si " V + J W ^ i (3.10c) 
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is the total t-matrix (see Fig.6 and Appendices of re£.3) 

with xj ( ̂ iyUTA ) t h e direct (dressed) nucléon pole 

contribution and t̂  the HP -P., contribution. Therefore 

one finds that the equation for OJM contains only the off-

shell extension of the physical two-body t-matrices which are 

directly related to experimental phase shifts. This is contras

ted to the situation in Faddeev amplitude T,u (or T y) 

appearing in eq.(l.l) and in the NN potential v^, (or \u ) in 

egs.(2.5a), (2.9b), (3.5) etc. where only the NP-P n contribu

tion t^ should appear. Thus, through the Lippmani-Schwlnger 

equation for T" : (3.6) or (3.6"), 1M and the OPE contri

bution Xt °» z» $ip rearrange themselves to generate 1̂ » 

where x^ and t^ are made confluent. It appears that this 

confluence becomes possible only when one introduces the 

simplifying assumptions mentioned before. This also holds for 

other amplitudes which will follow below. 

(ii) Equation for T ^ 3 ) t 

Here we also adopt the matrix notation, 

T<23> a [̂ 3)} . 

Then using the above result for T N eq.(2.1c) reduces to 

T { 2 3 > - Y (1 + Gfe KF ) , (3.11) 

with 

P • T + (1 + DKG,) X (!• Gj„KT). (3.12) 
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Eliminating T from eg.(3.12) just as we did in (i) above we find 

P « D. 
(23) As Y alone does not contribute to T on-shell, we may write 

T ( 2 3 ) . Y G j K D . ( 3 . 1 3 a ) 

Similarly we find 

T ( 3 2 ) - D X G,Z . (3.13b) 

We thus find that the <x absorption (emission) amplitude can also 
be written in terms of the Faddeev solution. 

(iii) Equation for T !33) . 

He again use the matrix, form : T ( 3 3 ) * { T ! 3 3 ' } d» "J 
Then using the result of (i) and (ii) above eg.(3.1a) reduceB to 

T<33) , T + ( i + T G ^ K ) x ( l + K ( ^ D ) S D , (3.14) 

thus the amplitude for JrNN —• 3TNN is simply the Faddeev solution 

D 

Observing the above results, it may be easy to understand 
(32) that, for example, the production amplitude Ï& ' (o( - (7tNj)P,,) 

can be obtained from DML by taking the residue at *N. pole 

(or the nucléon pole in a more general sense, cf. eg.(3.10c)) 

Da* (E) ( ̂  + m ) 
T « i 2 ) <E> - U m ^ < 3 - 1 5 » 

where Çj is the kinetic energy for the internal motion of 

pair o( (JtN.) in the initial channel and m is the pion mass. 

Note that this is correct provided the ÎJ; propagator ~1Q is 
properly «normalized to give the right % pole position with a 
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unit residue. In order to Incorporate relatlvlstlc kinematics 

some minor changes are needed. In this way it is now clear 

that we have only to solve for the three-body amplitudes t̂  

(eg.(3.9)) for studying all the following processes : NH-»Mi 

0ttra-»7tNN , NN**3CNN within the simplifying assumptions 

introduced at the beginning of this section. 

One could as well start from e.g. eqs.(1.4) and (1.5) of 

II. In this case the amplitudes of our Interest would satisfy 

the AGS equations 

Q»- 6~ lfy + £ C^r f t 0,0,], , (3.16a) 

where Okf c a n be written in terms of Dj>, as 

and, for example, "çL reads 

$ ~\ °> QtpG« V • < 3 - 7 , ) 

Lastly, we remark that on setting the X H NP-P t l 

contribution t^ ( «< » W N i ) P 1 1 ! 1-1,2) to be rero and 

regarding ÎT. to be a bound state of It and N^ in P.j (that is, 

we put the wave function renormalization constant for 13̂  to be 

zero) we essentially recover the BSP model of ref.l. 
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4. Conclusion 

In the present work we have introduced two simplifying 
assumptions to the theory of coupled STRti-NN system of 
refs.3,4,8,9 and 10 > (i) an asymmetric treatment of nucléons 
in the two-nucleon channel such that the pion is emitted only 
by the nucléon (denoted as ÎT) that has absorbed it and is not 
absorbed by N , and (ii) genuine heavy meson exchange 
interaction v, between K and H is neglected. Then we have 
found that the theory reduces to the one in which conventional 
three-body equations of the Faddeev or AGS type essentially 
determine all the relevant amplitude of interest. Specifically, 
all the two-body input t-matrices in the resulting equations 
are the off-shell extension of the corresponding physical 
amplitudes directly related to appropriate experimental phase 
shifts. This latter point is in fact not so obvious from the 
form of the starting equations in (2.1) where the NP-P 1 1 

t-matrix t̂  and the nucléon pole part x^ tor the IfN p., 
channel enter separately. To be more precise the former 
appears in the multipole scattering part T„» while the latter 
takes care of the coupling between the 3CFH and NN channels 
as well as the OPE in the NN channel, not through 
the form x^ (» S^HiY* ) but in terms of separate «CNN 
vertices Y^ and Z^ (or R^ and rç| ) and the dressed NN pro
pagator 7p22 - N o t e that this separation also takes place 
in the formulation of I, II and ref.10. 
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In view of what we have mentioned above, one finds that 
the resulting set of equations is undoubtedly simpler than 
the starting one. However, one may realize that this simplified 
•et of equations due to assumptions (1) and (ii) mentioned 
above has lost some important physical content. As is clear 
from eq.(3.5) it account for only one half of the OPE NN 
interaction. Also it includes pure heavy meson exchange NN 
interactions only through processes e.g. depicted in Fig.5. 
Thus together with the nucléon antlsymmetrlzation problem 
discussed in II (see also ref.15) our present study clarifies 
further the limitation of the three-body BSP picture as well 
as its relation to the formulation in ref .3,4, 8-10 which 
goes beyond conventional three-body theories. 

We would like to conclude our present work by addressing 
one interesting feature associated with the behavior of the 
W N P l t partial wave which may deserve some future 
investigation. 

As we have repeatedly stated, the 7CN t-matrix in the P 1 } 

partial wave is written as (eq.(3.10c)) 

<V " ^ + V < <* • »«" P U ' • 
Here a remarkable feature is that in addition to the total 

t-matrix C^ the NP-P_, contribution t̂  alone does satisfy 
unitarity ' 1 6 ~ 1 8 . This is olear in our present approach 
(see Section II) since t̂( is derived from a hermitian potential 
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H through the Llppman-Schwlnger equation, which automatically 
guarantees two-body unltarlty for t̂  . However, the foregoing 
statement Is valid Independent of the potential picture as 
found e.g. In ref.17 . (Incidentally, we note tnat in refs. 
16-18, tj is termed as the irreducible part of the total t-
matrlx). We can thus characterize on-shell t̂  by a "phase-
shift" and an "inelastic parameter" (above the inelastic 
threshold). 

It is well known that the experimental phase shift for 
the 9CN P., channel : the phase shift for Ĉ  , stays rather 
small up to TI? ~ 180 MeV. However, the corresponding phase 
shift for t^ may not necessarily be small. In fact, direct 
calculations by the N/D method and by an extended Lee 

19 model showed a resonance behavior in t^ not very far 
from the OrN elastic threshold. Furthermore, the work in ref. 
16 even showed that t̂  might have a pole between the nucléon 
pole and the elastic threshold. As discussed in ref.17 the 
occurence of a resonance or a pole in tj is related to 
how strong the CIN interaction may be, and according to this 
the possible resonance in t̂  , if it ever exists, must indeed 
be very close to the elastic threshold, (incidentally in refs. 
16-18 all these arguments are made with respect to the vertex 
function Y^ (ẑ  ) which shares the same singularity structure 
with t. at least in the elastic region). 
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Of course, even if t̂  does have such a resonance (or 
a pole)i it is impossible to observe any signal from it through 
physical 1CS scattering observables : we would simply observe 
the phase shift for C^ but not for t̂  . Thus, as we have 

18 suggested (see also ref.20), any possibility of detecting 
signals from such a singularity of tj should be sought in 
e.g. J Ç " n u c l e u s systems. However, if t̂  and xrf were to 
appear in at-nucleus multiple scattering processes always in 
combination jus tas iu the case of the 3TN scattering, then it 
might be impossible to observe any of such signals. Our present 
study clarifies that for the case of the pion scattering by 
the two nucléon system this situation is only possible 
in the exact three-body limit which however is not realistic 
as we have seen so far. Therefore one may be able to see the 
effect coming from the possible singularity in t̂  in e.g. 
ltd scattering experiments : possible enhancement in diffe
rential cross section, polarization, etc. It seems that the 

separate appearance of x,| and tj is true also for general 
21 7C - nucleus amplitude , but due to various nuclear 

structure effects which may complicate the problem ft scattering 
by more complex nuclei would be less suitable for this purpose. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. (a) An intermediate process In which the pion is 
absorbed by one nucléon and emitted by the other 
nucléon, (b) Iterated one pion exchange NN interaction 
generated by the process In Fig.la 

Figure 2. One-particle irreducible UN. vertex Y.. ta, is the non-pole part 
of the t-matrix for the P n partial wave (NP-Pj,). 
Similar relation holds for the production vertex Z,. 

Figure 3. (a) Self-energy of the nucléon "1" by the virtual 
production of a single pion. t a is the same as in 
Fig.2. This is the unlinked (disconnected) part of 
RjjGyRjg . (b) The linked (connected) part of E^GyR^j 
which contributes to the nucleon-nucleon potential. 
See eg.(2.5) in the text. 

*\* Figure 4. The coupling n + N ± «• N ± introduced to obtain the exact 
three-body limit of the irNN - NN theories of refs.3,4,8-10. 

Figure 5. Heavy meson exchange NN interactions retained in the 
exact three-body limit. 

Figure 6. Total irN amplitude in the P n channel. 
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